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Technology standardization and intellectual property protection has been an
overlapping and controversial issue between Intellectual Property Laws and
Competition Law, particularly, when it comes to infringement on F/RAND
encumbered Standard Essential Patents, SEPs. From both standard essential patent
holder and potential licensee’ perspectives, the most questionable issue is whether
injunctive relief should be available to the holder of F/RAND encumbered SEPs who
committed to license on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory(F/RAND) terms, in
order to prevent a third-party implementer from practicing a standard reading on that
SEPs, when such implementer is willing to take a license but the parties disagree on
the terms of the license.
Furthermore, the legal nature of F/RAND commitments made by SEPs holders has
never been clearly defined by statues or interpreted by any judiciary, interested parties
could only refer to decisions or guidelines made by judiciaries or competition
authorities in different countries. Till now there are various definitions of F/RAND
commitments emerged in practice such as the third party beneficiary contract theory,
which describes F/RAND commitments as a contract between patentee and SSO,
while potential user of the standards at issue is a third party beneficiary; or the
implied covenant theory, which determines that with immaterial exceptions, the
F/RAND commitments means monetary relief must be adequate to cover the proved
infringement of the patent, and thus the SEPs holder is not entitled to an injunction.
It is rather common for Chinese companies to face F/RAND encumbered SEPs law
suits as the defendants. Given the even severer threat of injunctive relief, it becomes
more important to understand the position each judiciary takes on this issue to have
appropriate strategies on law suits and negotiation.
















Chapter I starts the discussion by emphasizing the crisis of the business system
operated in telecommunication industry, urging for special rules regarding injunctive
relief in the context of patent hold-up and reverse hold-up, and comes up with three
key issues need to be discussed.
Chapter II presents the F/RAND-encumbered SEPs law suits in the United States as
well as several countries in Europe. By summarizing and discussing controversial
issues therein, it raises the following analysis.
Chapter III brings in SEPs encumbered disputes or investigations into framework of
Competition Law from competition authorities among different countries, aiming to
explore the injunctive relief dispute settlement mechanism developed by Germany,
the European Commission and the European Court of Justice.
Chapter IV outlines F/RAND-encumbered SEPs law suits and investigations occurred
in China.
Chapter V tries to answer critical controversies presented in Chapter I under the legal
system of China, finds out that the judicial practice of the West can really shed some
light on we China in the near future.
Chapter VI expects to provide Chinese authorities valuable suggestions to revise laws
and drafts involving injunctive relief of F/RAND-encumbered SEPs.
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